
The Best Fiction for Young Adults list is compiled 

annually by the committee of the Young Adult Library 

Services Association (YALSA) and comprises fiction 
appropriate for ages 12 to 18. Titles published in 

2014 are noted; all others were published in 2015. 

The committee’s top 10 choices are identified with 
a star () some titles may be available in e-formats. 

Formats listed below subject to change. Check catalog 

or ask a librarian for assistance.

Albertalli, Becky. Simon vs. the Homo 

Sapiens Agenda. Harper/Balzer and Bray. 

Sixteen-year-old, not-so-openly-gay Simon 

Spier is blackmailed into playing wingman 

for his classmate, or else his sexual identity—

and that of his pen pal—will be revealed. Gr. 

8+ e-book and audio book

Bardugo, Leigh. Six of Crows. Holt.

Presented with an offer too lucrative to 

refuse, gang leader Kaz Brekker and his 

team of convicts, runaways, and thieves 

set out to smuggle an imprisoned scientist 

from an impenetrable Fjerdan fortress, 

only to face treachery and betrayal along 

the way. Gr. 9+ e-book

Brooks, Kevin. The Bunker Diary. Lerner/

Carolrhoda Lab. Sixteen-year-old Linus 

Weems, a street person since leaving his 

wealthy father’s home, is kidnapped and 

taken to an underground bunker where he 

is soon joined by five others, ranging in age 
from nine to seventy, who are alternately cared for and 

tortured by an unseen captor.  Gr. 9+ e-book

Crowder, Melanie. Audacity. Philomel. 

This novel-in-verse fictionalizes the teen 

years of Clara Lemlich Shavelson, the 

leader of the New York shirtwaist strike of 

1909. Fleeing anti-Semitic Russia, the teen 

and her family struggle to adapt to their 

new home. Gr. 7+ e-book
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Older, Daniel Jose. Shadowshaper.

Scholastic/Arthur A. Levine. When the 

murals painted on the walls of her Brooklyn 

neighborhood start to change and fade in 

front of her, Sierra Santiago realizes that 

something strange is going on. Then she 

discovers her Puerto Rican family are shadowshapers 

and finds herself in a battle with an evil anthropologist 

for the lives of her family and friends. Gr. 9+ e-book and 

audio book

Reynolds, Jason. The Boy in the Black Suit.  

Atheneum. To deal with his mother’s passing 

Matt accepts a job at the local funeral home. 

Matt meets Lovey at her grandmother’s 

funeral. The two of them share a bond that 

will help them move past their respective 

losses. Gr. 7+ e-book and audio book

Ruby, Laura. Bone Gap. Harper/Balzer and 

Bray.  Eighteen-year-old Finn, an outsider 

in his quiet Midwestern town, is the only 

witness to the abduction of the town favorite, 

Rosa. His inability to distinguish between 

faces makes it difficult for him to help with 
the investigation and subjects him to ridicule 

and bullying. ichael L. rintz Award winner. r.  e book 
and audio book

Shabazz, Ilyasah and Kekla Magoon. X: A 

Novel. Candlewick. This fictionalized account 
of Malcolm Little’s teen years poignantly 

presents the young man’s struggles with 

identity, racism, and crime. He went on to be 

known as Malcolm X. Gr. 9+ e-book

Shusterman, Neal. Challenger Deep. 

HarperTeen. As Caden descends into mental 

illness, his visions of a descent into the deep 

waters of a trench take over. Gr. 9+ e-book 

and audio book

Silvera, Adam. More Happy Than Not. 

Soho Teen. After enduring his father’s suicide, 

his own suicide attempt, broken friendships, 

and more in the Bronx projects, Aaron Soto, 

16, is already considering the Leteo Institute’s 

memory-alteration procedure when his new 

friendship with Thomas turns into unrequited 

love. Gr. 9+ e-book


